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O. Ibobi
Lambasts
Ngamthang
Haokip
IT News
Imphal, October 27:
Congress Legislative
Party leader Okram Ibobi
Singh described the
selfishness of the then
Congress
MLA
NgamthangHaokip who
had joined BJP just after
the 2017 election. He
asked after he joined
the BJP, what had he
done
for
Saitu
Constituency.
During the Congress
regime, there was a plan
for a permanent centre
of Indian Institute of
Information Technology
(IIIT)
at
Mayangkhangwith
acquiring 150 acres of
land investing around
Rs. 7 to 8 crores. A 33X11
KV sub-station was also
installed for 24X7 power
supply for the IT centre.
“What is the progress of
the construction for the
Parmanentcentre of IIIT,
which was opened
temporarily
at
MantriPukhri”,
he
asked.
Former Chief Minister
OkramIbobi Singh was
addressing at the Flag
Hoisting Ceremony of
DrLamtingthangHaokip,
INC Candidate of 51Saitu
Assembly
Constituency yesterday
at Kholep Village.
He stated that the byeelection would not have
happened if the Congress
MLA NgamthangHaokip
had not resigned. Byeelection usually occurred
when the sitting MLA
expired untimely and
there was necessity to
fill up the vacancy to
represent
the
constituency. He asked
why Ngamthang had
resigned abandoning the
constituency. Everyone
must question him the
reason. The reason was
for his selfishness and
personal advantages, not
for the people of Saitu
Constituency. It was very
shameful at this age.
Criticising the ruling BJP
government, OkramIbobi
Singh asked for the
meaning of “Go to Hills”,
“Go to Village”, “Go to
Schools” and whether the
hills or villages were fully
developed. “What is the
meaning of financial
package?
Financial
packages are generally
announced by the Prime
Minister. Here in Manipur,
the Chief Minister has
announced financial
packages for hill districts
including Kangpokpi. How
many crores of rupees
have been announced for
Kangpokpi
District?
Whether the packages for
Kangpokpi have been
completely translated into
action? “, he asked.
Contd. on Page 4
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Tribute paid to Khelen Thokchom on his 60th Birth
Anniversary; 3rd KTT media fellowship announced
IT News
Imphal, Oct 27:
Late Journalist Khelen
Thokch om
w as
remembered today on his
th
60 Bi rth Anni v ersary
today. A memorial function
cum felicitation function of
the ‘Khelen Thokchom
Trust’ media fellows was
held at Manipur Press Club
here in Imphal under the
theme “ Remember ing
Khelen
Tho kcho m”
organised by the Khelen
Thokchom Trust (KTT).
Fitting tributes were also
paid to the portrait of the
late journalist as a mark of

respect by the members
and well wishers who were
present on the occasion by
maintaining SOPs of the
COVID-19 Pandemic. In
con nect ion w ith the
memorial function the KTT
ann ounce d thi s year’s
media fellow for the topic
Cha llen ges
and
Opp ortu nity
of
Urbanisation in Manipur”
Ng. Liklaileima of Sangai
Express.
The media fellow of the
KTT for the year 2020-21
was announced by All
Man ipur
Working
Journalists union President
Bijoy Kakchingtabam .

Speaking in connection
with the observance, Bijoy
kakchingtabam lauded the
contribution of the KTT in
promoting journalism in
the state.
“Fe llow ship
is
an
opp ortunity for the
journalist to explore in
specific field”, he said.
“I still remember those
days
w ith
khel en
Thokchom and wish the
Tru st t o to make his
dream come true”, the
AMWJU president said.
Rk Bobichand executive
Editor of Free Press school
of journalism expressed
that late khelen Thokchom

Fishery minister inspected
government Fish Feed Mill
Plant at Lamphelpat

IT News
Imphal, Oct 27:

Fishery Minister S. Rajen
Singh has inspected Fish
Feed Mill Plant at
Lamphelpat, Imphal today.
During his visit minister
also inspected the Fish
Farm,
Imphal
West
maintained by the state
government.
Speaking to media Minister
Rajen said that there is a
need for up gradation of the
government maintained
fish farms in the state. The
present status of the state
maintained farms is not up
to the mark. The budgetary
allocation for fishery
department is very
minimum. More funds will
be required to upgrade
government maintained
farms which are scattered
in different districts, he
added.
Minister maintained that if
there is shortage of fund in
the state exchequer for
sanctioning required fund,
North Eastern Council, NEC,
will be approached for

is a man who did n’t
compromise the news.
“ In this conflict area he
contributed many things so
we need to remember late
Khelen Thokchom and his
quality . From different
ang les m any p ressu res
come to the journalist both
state and non state in this
si tuat ion he d id n ot
compromise and he hunted
the news in good quality”
Bobiochand said.
Speaking on the occasion,
member of the Youth forum
club Tera, Maibam Britiya
recalled the dedication of
late Khelen Thokchom in his
profession as well as his
encouragement to the local
youths to serve the society.
KTT fellow of 2018-19
Hei kruj am sa dananda
(Poknapham ) and ST Lelen
Vaiphei, Babie shirin of
Imphal Free Press 2019 202 0 al so s hared th eir
experience while exploring
at the respective field
given by the KTT for filing
of news stories.

Tributes pour in on the demise
of Moirangthem Yaima
financial assistance. He
also instructed the
concerned officers to
prepare Detail Project
Report, DPR in the regard.
Rajen also advised the
fishery officials and staffs
to be dedicated and sincere
in their service so as to
enable to produce more
and more fish products by
the department.
Inspecting the Government
Fish Feed Mill Plant
Minister Rajen said that the
plant needs to be
improvised since the
present machines and
equipments being used, is
of very less capacity. He
suggested for installing a
new hi-tech plant to enable

more production of fish
feed. Director of Fishery
department was also
instructed to start taking
initiative in this regard. He
also checked the quality of
the fish feed thoroughly
produce by the plant
maintain by the fishery
department, Manipur. He
also said that such
inspections will be carried
out for the remaining
districts.
Minister Rajen Singh was
also accompanied by
Additional Chief Secretary,
Government of Manipur MH
Khan, IAS, Director, Fishery,
N. Gojendro Singh and
other officials and staffs
from Fishery Department.

IT News
Imphal, Oct 27:
Founder Advisor of the
Coordinating Body Khurai
and Founder Vice-President
of the Khurai Pana Apunba
Singlup, Shri. Moirangthem
Yaima Singh, 72, died at the
JNIMS Hospital on October
13, 2020 afternoon after
battling hemorrhagic stroke
for 11 months. The two
organisations condoled the
demise of Moirangthem
Yaima who was also the
secretary of the All Manipur
Women’s
Football
Association. He served as
an Executive Engineer at
the IFCD, Manipur. Late
Yaima was the brainchild of
the Coordinating Body

Khurai and pioneered
several public issues
ranging from CAB and
indigenous
people’s
movement, stated the two
organisations in a joint
press statement.
Expressing condolences,
the two organisations said
the death of Yaima was a
tragic loss to the public life.
Further, it stated that Yaima

was first admitted at the
Shija
Hospitals
in
November 2019 and later
shifted to JNIMS Hospital in
May 2020. The two
organisations also showed
its gratitude to Dr. Kh. Palin,
Managing Director of Shija
Hospitals and Research
Institute for extending his
service of humanity with
extensive care during
Yaima’s stay at the Shija
Hospitals.
The
two
organisations also lauded
the role of the doctors and
the staffs of the Shija
Hospitals and the JNIMS
Hospital
for
their
hospitality towards Yaima’s
treatment during these
vulnerable days of COVID19 Pandemic.

‘’NIT, Manipur is not looking like a NIT, directors and his
faculty followers are trying to ruin’’ - PANDM
IT News
Imphal, Oct 27:
National Institute of
Technology, Manipur is the
prized possessions of the
state. It was a huge
challenge to establish this
institution in the state. The
successive
ruling
Government of Manipur
worked v ery hard to
establish it. Even with the
giving of permission for
establishing
the
institution, there were
problems for not having
lands to build the institution
and lands disputes were
occurred, at last the
Government allowed to
build the institution at the
current address of the
Institution which is located

at Langol. We all wish the
institution to be a complete
efficient central institute.
But the current conditions
of the institution are seen
to be worsening day by day.
The Special Investigation
Team of People’s Action for
National
Democratic
Movement
(PANDM)
investigates and mentions
some of its finding in the
following lines.
A statement by Rosnikanta
Takhelcha, Secretary IPR,
PANDM said that there have
been many complaints
against the director who is
non-Manipuri. In the 2018,
the interview of selection
of faculty members was not
done in NIT, Campus
instead it was done in the
director’s home state in

Kolkata which resulted in
complaints against on him
by the people of Manipur.
Due to complaints against
him for not sitting in the
office for at least fifteen
days in a month, a show
cause notice was also
issued by the Ministry of
Human
Resource
Development (MHRD), Dept
of Higher Education, New
Delhi on 19th May 2020 to
give reason for vacating
the
NIT,
Manipur
Headquarters for many
days without any valid
reasons. Specifically, it
calls for the reason behind
vacating his headquarters
on 5th March 2020 to May
2020. The reply of the show
cause notice by the Director
Prof. Goutam Sutradharna

on 24th May 2020 was view
by the MHRD Addl. Director
General (HE) as an invalid
reason so as a results on
15 th July 2020, it gave
warning for not to do such
thing in the future. But all
is not well. Still the
directors went outside
Manipur in the name sake
of official duty for many
days
which
renders
hardships in the faculty
staff and students. As he did
not assign proper charge in
the day to day officials
work, it resulted in the
hindering of works which
required sanctions.
The Central Government
releases adequate funds but
DPC for the vacant posts are
not being held, instead
disregarding whether a

person is competent or
not, they put up the ones
of their choice as in-charge
for years. Such action
creates an image of the
Institute being administered
by incompetent officials,
although it has many
competent ones. For
instance, the present
Registrar is an in-charge, so
is the Assistant Registrar
being held by a very Junior
Assistant Professor. Many
faculty members have been
recruited on contract basis,
and service extension are
being done in a very
unjustified manner. A simple
M.Tech, non Ph.D, as soon
as being recruited as a
Lecturer
(Teaching
Assistant), if the Director
wish, it allowed to teach as

a Regular Course CoOrdinator or Instructor for
M.Tech classes, although
being non-Ph.D. Not only
this, but also they are
assigned as Guide and
Supervisor for M.Tech Thesis
and Projects. Many actions
are also being done which
violates the NIT Act and
NISTER Act. An Electrician is
even posted as a Junior
Engineer (Electrical), in the
presence of many qualified
Engineers. Such systems
cannot be seen in NIT
outside Manipur. On this
account, the Additional
Director General (HE) has
ordered to recruit a
qualified candidate as the
Registrar on 2nd August
2019.
Contd. on Page 4
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The fate of NSCN-IM
and its probable
impact to the state
of Manipur
The freezing wind that keeps the hills of Manipur, a once
upon a time paradise for peace lovers, is finally getting even
warmer this time. Not only the hill but almost all people across
this region feel warmer, not only because thousand trees have
been cut down but also because there blows an uncertain wind
that will only be felt short;y, (if in case the government of India
stands with its decision).
The fall out of the ongoing peace talk initiated by GoI with
the NSCN-IM is a daring challenge for all the people of Manipur
even though it may be assumed as a blessing for the
neighbouring state Nagaland. This is being stated as almost all
Naga community belonging to various ethnic groups have
united, however, differences which still lingers among the
various ethnic communities in Manipur due to the bitter truth
of past events still divides the people. The unfortunate part is
that some actors still fails to recollect the near past where
thousands of our brothers and sisters have sacrificed but still
spells the myth of far past history of feudal days.
Rose, the lady of our Tangkhul community, who ended her
life – like the ending of an immature blooming orchid blown
away by the unfriendly wind, is not even a reality to some
actors who seem to be rusting the iron hearted youths of the
region. But many ‘we’ still sheds tears for our sisters, aunties,
brothers no matter they belongs to any community of this
erstwhile kingdom because we were one and will be one forever.
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MCSCCE 2016 Fiasco: How many youth to be
destroyed before MPSC is held accountable?
PauliansaunTouthang,
New Delhi
A year has passed since the
Judgement of 18th October 2019
by the Hon’ble High Court of
Manipur quashing the MCSCC
Exam 2016. Looking back it
appears that MPSC is least
affected by the judgement that
should have ideally brought
about a thorough cleansing of
the recruitment agency in the
state. Sadly MPSC seems to have
simply proceeded with its usual
nonchalance, least bothered about
the massive destruction of youth
and wealth of the state. Thus it is
time to have a short recap.
The judgement of 18th October
2019 pointed out various lapses
and irregularities in the conduct
of MPSC, the rules of MPSC was
termed as ‘half baked’, and a
CBI investigation was ordered
into the conduct of MCSCCE 2016
so that all those who are guilty
is brought to book. However
what has happened since? MPSC
is yet to notify rules and
regulations that meets the
required standards, MPSC has
not taken any proactive action
to gain public confidence, nor
has it shown any conscience by
taking responsibility for ruining

The entire people of the state which is a home of 36
different communities is now shrewdly kept in state of collusion.
Fate of the erstwhile nation has now been totally handed over
to the authority of a younger nation that this erstwhile nation
joined with great hopes but shattered since then.
The present modus operandi of today’s society and the
grievances of the people seem to be out of the purview of
the so call peace making process. Hate, enmity and
jealousness have been injected and now the one time
united people have been divided into pieces.
It is likely that screwy bullets that had haunted the
people of Manipur may once more start floating here and
there and it is also likely that the situation arisen may
create a stalemate to the free movement of the innocent
public once more.
For decades, the state of Manipur particularly in the
Hill areas people had witnessed countless life from
unwanted sound “pheecheeong” from the bayonets of many
guns.
The later part of early 90s in the state of Manipur, if
one recalled had seen many non authority mushroomed to
countered by empowering themselves with SLP (self loaded
powers). The number of “pheecheeong..” had put all lives
under tremendous fear, every community were terrorized.
Yes, please recalls the bloodiest blood bath between two
major ethnic groups of the state ignited by the NSCN-IM
in the early 90s and please let us not make that bloody
history repeat to any other groups.
Letters, Feedback and Suggestions to ‘Imphal Times’
can be sent to our e-mail : imphaltimes@gmail.com. For
advertisement kindy contact: - 0385-3590330 (O). For time
being readers can reach the office at Cell Phone No. 9862860745
for any purpose.

the lives of the very candidates
it has selected through its faulty
system, and so far no one, be it
officials, candidates or any other
person has been penalised for
the MCSCCE 2016 fiasco. Despite
all this MPSC has boldly come out
with notification to conduct the
2016 main examination afresh.
The daring however extends
much further, when various
organisation voiced concern
over the said notification raising
pertinent matters of rules of
examination and the need for
CBI investigation to be
completed unhindered, instead
of clarifying the matters raised
the MPSC in its press release
date 26 th August 2020 simply
brushed aside the concerns
raised
simply
as
“misunderstanding of a very
few”. The press release besides
belittling the concerns expressed
did nothing to clarify the doubts
raised by the various student
bodies. One can only wonder if
MPSC is even aware that 82
former gazetted officers of the
state are now living a life of
endless
trauma
and
stigmatization because MPSC
failed to perform its duty. If the
various student bodies of the
state constitute ‘a very few’ to

the MPSC, than surely
theselected 82 would be just an
infinitesimal and negligible
number to the MPSC. It is also
be noted that the selected
candidates themselves havealso
urged for the CBI investigation
to be completed first, and
opposed re-conduct of the
examination before proper rules
and regulations are put in place.
MPSC is not an ordinary body but
a constitutionally mandated
commission. It should have been
a model organ of the state.
However in Manipur, it is sadly
an irresponsible body that
continues to wreck countless
lives. In 2019 itself, the MCSCCE
2019 was postponed and kept in
a limbo after some aspirant filed
case citing that MPSC has not
complied with directions of the
Hon’ble High Court. Yet MPSC is
least bothered about the
suffering it cause to the youth
of the state in particular and the
Society in general. In monetary
terms MPSC has caused
immense damage, many
students preparing for the exam
takes coaching, in competitive
examinations, the knowledge
and information needed to
compete is not constant, it loses
currency and relevance with

passage of time but MPSC
appears to be oblivious of the
nature and demands of
competition in modern times.
The state has also suffered
mammoth loss of treasury in
training and salary of the 82
selected candidates of MCSCCE
2016. Who is paying for the
misdeeds of MPSC? Who is
suffering for the Misdeeds of
MPSC? none other than the youth
and the state.
Therefore if MPSC is to start
conducting exams again it is
paramount that it is made
accountable and acts responsibly.
MPSC should actively cooperate
with the CBI investigation so
that the whole truth is
uncovered, any erring staff are
penalized. It should even act on
its own to determine how it was
operating with half baked rules,
who made those rules? Surely
some people would be held
accountable there, because
those rules would not have made
itself, it would have been
drafted by some people under a
chairman and a secretary. MPSC
needs to ensure that it complies
with all directions of the Hon’ble
High Court and that its rules and
regulations meets the requisite
standard.

“God’s Shade?”

It is not only the former Chief Minister of Nagaland SC Jamir
dislike Tangkhul community but today the Tangkhul are treated
like katcha Naga by the Majority community of Nagaland (as
per news report appeared recently). NNPGs now have different
strategy and is today the priority of the government of India.
Around 25 years of working by way of exchanging ideas
among some few actors seems to have forgotten to discuss
the reality of today’s society who has been in this part of land.
The trust that people of their own has been shattered and the
guns that they bought from hard earn money of the people of
their own are now no different from an ‘useless swords’. It is
upto the government of India that will now decide the fate of
NSCN-IM. No matter how stubborn the NSCN-IM supremo
Avakaran stands , he has been now reduce to toothless tiger
today. Today we are seeing the the might of NSCN-IM reducing
to a mere war mongering group that will become ‘not admissible
to anywhere’.
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By- Rabin Prasad Kalita
“God gives us difficulties to
bring out the best in us.”
-Marvin J. AshtonThe next meal was his great
fetch for which he had to juggle
hard. Still, he didn’t prefer to
be pre-occupied under someone
since he had already seen the
painful condition of the forced
labours.
As the days went by, Dinesh was
picked up by a landlord of the
same locality to work in his paddy
field by paying bare minimum
wage. His carry home cash was
not enough to accomplish his
necessities. Somehow he was
subsisted with his two other
members at home. The
indigence condition of his home
forced him to earn before he
attained his adulthood. Looked
much older than the lads of his
age was.
Dominance over the poor by their
rich masters also can’t be ruled
out in typical villages in the
eastern part of India. His
master was also no different. He
had no empathy that devoiced
Dinesh from working with selfrespect though he was
extremely submissive while
delivering his duty.
It’s pointless to articulate that
the planet poor had to withstand
unutterable oppression over
them by the planet richer. Yet,
he was doing his cultivation work
scrupulously. If he doesn’t, then
where would he go!
In the meantime Dinesh got
married to Dewajani, a poor
cobbler’s daughter soon he
attained manhood. While on the
contrary, he became mature
enough already whilst combating

his penury. By then, his mother
left for her heavenly ride and his
lone brother too started working
to earn his living.
Dinesh saw his neighbors often
came home from Bangalore with
lots of money. Formerly, they
were also alike he, who worked
for the well-off landowners in the
village. For a few days, they
would roam around happily
wearing shipshape attires, and
then they would leave for
Bangalore again.
Hoping to have a quality life out
there, he too thought to leave
the village and work together
with them. He found no reason
why he can’t leave the village
and search for a better option
instead of working like a donkey
in the field with a teensy carry
home.
Subsequently, Dewajani was
convinced to accompany him to
an unknown place to try their
luck. A hungry man always strives
for a piece of bread. He doesn’t
feel disdain, fear, and hesitation
to fill his stomach.
One fine morning, foreseeing the
grace of God, they left for
Bangalore as guided by his
friends. Reaching the city, they
had to take asylum at one of his
friend’s informal makeshift for
some time until he manages to
have his own.
In the absence of appropriate
resources, poor people leave
their village and go to various
cities in search of two meals a
day to stay alive. They live for
today and have no plan for
tomorrow. Ambition beyond this
is a distant word to be conceived
by them. They dotted in different
parts of the country’s upcoming
and developed cities engaging
themselv es in hundreds of
dissimilar jobs.
Dinesh got an opportunity to
work as casual labour in a newly
established construction firm on
a daily wage basis. After a few
days, luckily Dewajani was also
engaged as domestic help for
household works. Thus both
were happy spending time
together along with other friends
who hailed from the same
region. Hence, they faced no
difficulty being staying in such

a remote place. Felt life was
much easier than they had
earlier.
Gradually they started saving a
substantial part of their takehome amount. Out of which a
portion was predominantly kept
to spend for other auxiliary
needs. When he heard the happy
news that Dewajani is going to
be a mother soon; he became
more cognizant of savings. The
days were spent cheerfully and
were struggling to secure their
future somehow.
Heard someone say, the
happiness of the poor doesn’t
last long. The moment the one
ends, the other comes. Only the
destitute one is the bearer of all
pain and suffering. Both of them
could somehow make their
backbone straight after a long
fight back for their survival. The
hope that warmth in his heart
got crushed with the outbreak of
the novel coronavirus associated
with the nationwide lockdown.
A rapid unfolding of lockdown
had made their life awful.
Whatever savings they had, got
almost dried up as their earning
clogged all at once. Their owners
have refused to let them come
for work in fear of virus
infection.
Gruesome heat during this pick
summer had made their life
more miserable as if it was
demons over the ghost. Hence,
they preferred working outside
during prickly heat where cooling
facilities were available at least
during the day to escape from
burning heat. Lack of electricity
in the makeshift, it was
torturous for them to withstand.
It was more agonizing for
Dewajani as being she was in her
advanced stage of pregnancy.
They had no idea left how to get
rid of the distressing trouble and
were thinking incessantly for a
way out. The duos trapped badly
and were in enormous stress out
of panic.
This migrant workforce began to
feel the city is most inhospitable
and alienating for whom they
were working for all the years.
Over and above, dismissal of
these destitute from the job
whatsoever they did during the

lockdown crisis, had made them
feel unwanted.
Workers left their rented rooms
as was pressurized by their
house owners. Who listens and
cares to a deprived one during
the crisis of this nature except
to look upon them with hostility?
Being dev oid of solutions,
thousands of them were out on
the road wailing for their home
return but left with almost no
penny. Besides, there was not
even a single vehicle except
goods truck, police vehicles, and
medical vans seen plying on
road during the lockdown.
Some of them cramped inside
the goods truck or perched atop
the truck defraying huge charges
each to reach their destinations.
Many dared to flee home by
bicycle, hand rickshaw, or even
in the barefoot from all over the
places heading thousands of
miles to their natives.
Seeing his friends leaving the
city for home one by one, Dinesh
too sought to move but his
fretfulness about Dewajani
pushed him back again and
again. A choice between life and
death was not so easy. Finally,
he decided to go back home on
his wife’s consent considering an
unsafe life if they stay back there.
He bought a second-hand
wheelbarrow cart to carry a little
bit of essential household stuff.
In all likelihood, he started
pushing the cart to a vague and
painful journey laden with
whatever he could bring and also
his wife who somehow sat over
the stack. A discarded bed sheet
was tied up across four sticks
fastened to the cart for shielding
her from the sunburn.
A journey on foot and the road
ahead was lying like an unending
ribbon. They ate whatever food
they were offered on the way by
some NGOs or individuals,
otherwise, they kept on walking
being hungry and thirsty. Walking
with the skinned out slippers made
his feet worst with the number of
blisters. Sometimes he stopped
and stood in a long queue between
starving foot-travelers nudging
one other to get one’s share of
snacks.
(Contd. on Page 4 )
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Yes Bank to shut down its 50 branches
By Raju Vernekar
Mumbai, Oct 27:
The “Yes Bank” is planning
t o sh ut do w n i t s 5 0
branches and reduce the
number of ATMs and has
also decided to reduce
operational expenses by
20 per cent in financial
year (FY) 2020-2021.
As against the loss of Rs
600 crore in the last few
m ont h s,
t he
b an k
r egist er ed a p ro f it o f
Rs.129.37 crore in the
second quarter of 20202021. The income in the
c or r e sp o ndi ng p e r io d
came down to Rs 5952.1

crore from earlier Rs.
8347.50 crore.
Now the bank intends to
raise Rs two lakh crore till
March 2021 to increase its
capital. The bank which
has already surrendered
t wo flo o rs in Ce n t ra l
M um b ai’s
up sc al e
Indiabulls Finance Centre,
which houses its corporate
offices, is now aiming to
renegotiate rent contracts
for all its 1,100 branches.
Yes Bank’s Chief Executive
and Managing Director
Prashant Kumar said that
it will be shutting down 50
b ranc hes a s p ar t o f a
rati onalizat ion eff ort,

w hi c h w i ll red uc e it s
overall network, since
t her e w i ll b e n o ne w
openings. After Kumar
took charge of the affairs
of the bank in March, the
bank reduced operating
expenses by 21 percent in
September quarter.
Kumar said the bank is
targeting r eduction in
r ent s a nd a m a jo r
operational overhead for
lenders by 20 per cent.
Many branches are located
too close to each other and
are not financially viable.
Automated teller machine
( AT M ) n etw o rk is a ls o
being rationalized. The

b an k wi l l g o ba c k t o
network expansion in FY
2022, but the size of a
b ran c h w ill be m uc h
smaller than the current
siz e . T h e i d e a i s t o
l ev e r ag e the di gi ta l
o ff er in gs t o r e d uc e
dependence on branches.
In the September quarter,
the bank converted 35
rural branches to business
correspondent locations.
By rationalization moves,
the operational cost is
expected to come down up
to Rs 35,000 per month
from Rs 2 lakh earlier. As
part of the rescue scheme,
the bank is committed to

All Indians to get free COVID-19
vaccine: Union Minister
IT Correspondent
New Delhi, Oct 27:
Union Minister Pratap
Sarangi has said that all
people of the country will be
given free COVID vaccine,
amidst the demand by
opposition parties in the
country for it and not only in
poll-bound
Bihar
as
announced by the BJP.
The BJP announcement of
free COVID vaccine for Bihar,
where assembly polls begin
this week, had kicked up a
controversy with the
opposition parties tearing
into the NDA government
alleging that the ruling party
was using the pandemic for
political reasons. Union
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman had said the

announcement was in order
as it was an election
manifesto announcement.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
has announced that all people
will be provided free of cost
vaccines.
An
estimated Rs. 500 odd will be
spent on vaccination of each
person, Sarangi told reporters
after addressing a campaign
meeting for the November 3
assembly by-poll in Balasore in
Odisha on Sunday.
PM Modi had in a televised
adddress to the nation on
October 20 had said that
Indian scientists are in the
process of developing several
vaccines that are at different
stages of clinical trials and the
results seem encouraging.
Sarangi, the union minister of
state for animal husbandry,

dairy, fisheries and micro,
small and medium enterprises
spoke in reply to question
raised by Odisha Food
Supplies and Consumer
Welfare Minister, RP Swain.
Swain had sought clarification
from Dharmendra Pradhan and
Sarangi, the two union
ministers from Odisha
questioning them for their
silence on their party BJP’s
stand on free COVID-19
vaccination for the people of
the state along the lines of the
one being promised in Bihar.
The governments of Tamil
Nadu, Madhya Pradesh,
Assam and Puduchchery have
already announced free of
cost COVID vaccines for the
people of their states, while
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal has demanded free

vaccine for all citizens across
the country.
In Maharashtra districts
across the state, have begun
a process of creating a
database of healthcare
workers from public and
private institutes, following
the Government of India
guidelines to commence the
preparation for a vaccine
rollout, possibly by early next
year.
Odisha Government has
signed an agreement with a
vaccine manufacturer and is
committed to extend the
facility to all people of the
state. However Odisha
government is yet to make
clear
whether,
the
government will provide the
vaccine to the people free of
cost.

employ all the existing
employees at least for a
year, Kumar said.
Yes Bank, a medium-sized
private sector bank, ran
into trouble following the
RBI’s asset quality reviews
in 2017 and 2018, which
led to sharp increase in its
impaired loans ratio and
u nc o ve r e d sign if i c an t
governance lapses that
resulted in a complete
change of management.
On 5 th March 2020, the
R BI i mp o sed a 3 0- da y
moratorium on the bank,
superseded its board, and
appointed Prashant Kumar,
as CE and MD. The bank’s
loan book grew up to Rs
2 .25 tr i ll i o n a s o n 3 0
September, 2019.

T he b an k’s Boa r d o f
Directors was superseded
w he n
Enf o rc em en t
Directorate noticed that
its founder and Managing
Director Rana Kapoor had
perpetrated the scam
worth Rs. 5050 crore by
taking money out of the
bank under the garb of
debentures and loans by
abusing his position and
sec o n dl y, r e ce i v in g
kickbacks/gratification
for the same.
A total of 12 persons
were named as accused
by the CBI in the scam
and charge sheets were
fi led against Kapoo r,
K api l
Wa d haw a n
(promoter of DHFL) and
others under Sections

1 20
(B)
(Cr imin al
Conspiracy), 420 (Cheating)
of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC) along with Section 7,
12 & 13 of Prevention of
Corruption Act.
T he C BI al so b o o ke d
Kapoor’s wife and three
daughters over allegations
t hat
th e y
r ec ei ve d
kickbacks through DHFL,
which they used for their
c om p any - DO IT U r ban
Ventures (India) Private
limited. Kapoor’s daughters
are 100% shareholders of
this company. While Kapoor
and Wadhwan are in CBI
custody, Kapoor’s London
flat worth Rs 127 crore has
already been attached by
t he
E nf o rc e men t
Directorate.

Guwahati scribe assigned as PEC
regional contributor in India
By our correspondent
Guwahati, Oct 27:
City based scribe Nava
Thakuria
has
been
assigned as a regional
contributor from India to
the
Press
Emblem
Campaign (PEC), an
international independent
non-profit and nongovernmental organization
based
in
Genev a
(Switzerland). Moreover,
the Journalists’ Forum
Assam (JFA) is appreciated
as
a
cooperating
organization with the PEC,
which has the special
consultative status at the
United Nations since 2010.

The secretary-general
Blaise Lempen, while
informing about the
Assignment (https://
www.pressemblem.ch/
pec-news.shtml), reveals
that the PEC was founded
in June 2004 by a group
of journalists from
several countries aiming
at strengthening the legal
protection and safety of
journalists around the
world. Presently the PEC
is documenting the toll of
the Covid-19 pandemic on
journalists along with the
casualties of media
persons
and
their
contentious working
situations across the

globe.
Associated
with
the
mainstream media since
1990, Thakuria serves as
secretary to JFA (senior
journalist Rupam Barua as
its president), working
president to Nor th East
U ni o n
of
Wo r king
Journalists and also Press
Club of Assam. A graduate
from Assam Engineering
Co llege (un der Gauhati
University) and a journalist
by passion, Thakuria writes
f or
a
nu mb er
of
information outlets based
in different parts of the
world on socio-political,
environmental and media
related issues.

Contd. from yesterday

“Kuki War of Independence 1917-1919” by Kukis
V/S
“Massacre of people of Manipur by Kuki Marauders.1917-1919”

A critical analysis based on History, Geography and Political situation
I. Major General Sir
James Johnstone.
The Kukis are a
wandering race consisting
of several tribes who have
long been working up from
the South. They were first
heard of as Kukis, in
Manipur, between 1830 and
1840. The new immigrants
began to cause anxiety
about the year 1845, and
soon poured into the hill
tracts of Manipur in such
numbers, as drive away
many of the older
inhabitants.
II.
Seeing that the Kukis
had been driven North by
the kindred but more
powerful tribes, and that
their first object was to
secure land for cultivation.
III.
Kukis original home
cannot be ascertained, but
there seem to be trace of
them as far South as the
Malay Peninsula.
IV. T.H. Lewin (1870-130)
said that on the Chittagong
side, the Kukis were
described as:“......... men who live in
the interior parts of the hill
and have not used fire
arms and whose bodies go
unclothed”. Please mark
that this area was also
known as “Land of Wild
Tribe” upto 1580 AD
geographical History.

These are the Kukis who
claimed as the loss tribe of
the Hebrews the ancient
most civilized race.
V. Col. Dalton (1872:44)
Commissioner said that
the Kukis were first known
from an article which
appeared in the Asiatic
Researcher Journal Vol. VII
1799.
VI.Hutton (1928:24) said
that the origin of the word
Kuki is not known “but it
first appeared in” Bangal in
the Asiatic Researcher
Journal Vol. II 1872.
When the nomadic
Kukis were driven to the
North they walked up on the
un-administered
and
narrow sandwiched areas of
Tripura, Manipur and
Cachar. They were often
used as porters’ labours
and thus were known as
Coolies so Kuki is corrupted
word of Coolie as found in
many articles.
VI.
(a)
The Kukis
in Cachar and Bangal.
The Kukis are all
immigrant from the South
and forms by inhabiting the
hills South of Cachar, from
which they were driven
northward by the more
powerful people from the
unexplored
country
between British territory

and Burma.
VII.
In
1867
the
number of.......Colonies
had risen to 1967. In 1867
the number of 500 new
immigrants had come from
Manipur. The establishment
of Naga Hill Districts,
deprived this colonizing
scheme.
8. Hebrew or Mongoloid
group and brother of
Meitei.
With all the stories
cited above Kukis who
migrated from the far
South in Asia during the
middle of 19 century
claiming themselves as
Loss Tribe of Hebrews the
ancient and one of the
most civilized race of the
world. They are Semitic,
white/light skin handsome,
tall and beautiful and most
intelligent people, Kukis
also claim themselves as
elder brother of Meitei,
Kukis never knew what
script is. Is the Hebrew
script also same script of
Kuki. They have no
difference between right
and wrong.
9. Aim and objective of
Kukis.
The Kukis have a big aim
and endless objectives:(a)
Aim is to live in
Manipur disguised as

indigenous people of
Manipur by any means fair
or foul, even if they will
never be able to prove” it.
During this critical time
they have to occupy all the
possible land and make
complete demographic
change,
physical
occupation which will come
in their favour. They are
already more than halfway
through.
(b) Objective is to create
a Kuki Homeland and Kuki
State for further and
further expansion. They
have boldly demanded 71%
of Manipur as their
homeland without any
objection from any
organization or by anyone
showing their gratefulness
for giving them shelter and
showing generosity as uncommunal
faithful
subordinate friends for
Kukis grand objective. It is
only the Federation of
Haomee, International
Meitei Forum and few
organizations
and
intellectuals who had been
objecting Kukis demands.
They are ready to sacrifice
or do anything to stop such
demand. If GOI, continue
the “Divide and Rule Policy
Appeasement and Delaying
Tactics”, then only the

ethnic clash will decide the
issue.
(c)Ingredients to Demand
Home state. There are two
(2) important ingredients
for demanding Homeland/
State within the concept of
human rights declaration
and meaning of Human
Rights. Firstly the race or
tribes should be indigenous
people living and settling
contiguously
in
a
reasonably big areas and
had been fighting and
sacrificing for their cause.
This is the reason that the
immigrant Kukis have been
manufacturing all kinds of
concocted stories boldly
and blatantly to make the
people believe that Kukis
are indigenous people of
Manipur. After the down fall
of Manipur kingdom and
after
sev en
years
devastation, the coming of
Kukis will bring loss of
identity of indigenous
people. It will be discussed
in
the
subsequent
paragraphs.
10.
History of kukis
written
by
Kuki
themselves.
All the concocted,
manufactured stories with
various kinds of forgery of
historical, records and
documents with intention

to cheat by the Kuki
writers, intellectuals and
historians are with the
aim and objective of a
Kuki homeland /state in
Manipur as mentioned
above.
11.
Review of origin,
Triat and Reliability of
Kuki.
(a)
It is our dedicated
appeal to all the people,
intellectuals, particularly
historian and judges to
make a critical analysis of
what the Kukis had been
doing since the time of
their migration in Manipur
and the entire N.E. This
is the warning to the
question of ethnic clash
disintegration
and
balkanization of Manipur,
It is not a spark neglected
burns the house but it is
a wild fire neglected, burn
the nation. Please do
remember the above Para
10 of one single sentence
and keep asking to
yourself what is the aim
and objective of the
Kukis, if they get it what
will happen? Who are
they? When did they
come? How many of them
are in Manipur? Are they
speaking the truth? Who
are indigenous people of
Manipur? How and why

Meitei and Nagas should
know Kukis identity? Etc. We
are giving you a ... summary
of the true story for your own
review and opinion.
(b) During this time when
I am in the process to study
about the Kukis, I am really
lucky to have read “Wild
Races of the Eastern frontier
of India” by T. H. LEWIN and
another book “Notes on the
THADOU KUKIS” by William
Shaw. No Indian writer will be
able to give such ground
reality with its stories and
authentic reports with all
their practical experiences.
In the first book part III
deals with all tribes known as
“sons of the rivers”. They
are the Lhoosai or Kukis and
Shendoos .....”They are in
every respect wilder than the
Khyonngtha: they are more
purely savage as unamendable to the lures of
civilization..........necessity
of their life.
(c)All the three parts quote
copiously from the ancient
authorities who extensively
toured these regions and
gained firsthand knowledge
of their social life...... the
south East Asia. A valuable
mine of information....... in
search of knowledge of these
races.
(To be contd.)
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O. Ibobi Lambasts Ngamthang
He described the present
BJP government was a
publicity and propaganda
government which was not
trustable. During 15 years
of Congress regime, five
years were under BJP
regime in the Centre. The
Congress Government in
Manipur had demanded all
State’s share and ran the
government effectively, he
stated.
He mentioned that Dr
LamtinthangHaokip was
well educated and dynamic
youth who was well
connected with the
intellectuals in the country.
His candidature was
proposed by the Saitu
Congress Block Committee
and the proposal was
submitted to the Indian
National Congress. Then
Sonia Gandhi had accepted
him for the candidature. He
described Saitu constituency
as Mini India where
different communities were
settled. “We must respect
each other with a feeling
that we are one. I request
everyone to cast your
valuable vote to Dr
LamtinthangHaokip who
has in his heart to work for

a change”, He added.
Speaking on the occasion,
former Deputy Chief
Minister and the CWC
memberGaikhangam said,
“When people are facing
various hardships, when the
harvesting season has
arrived, our people are
facing another hardship that
is this bye-election. This is
due to some incompetent
and irresponsible MLAs who
treated their people as a
part of their trade and they
resigned
without
consideration of the people.
It is a misfortune that
people are going to face this
bye-election when the case
of COVID-19 is rising up to
thousands day by day. And
the people who made this
kind of misfortune are
sinners. And those sinners
do not even deserve to
rep rese nt
in
this
ele ction”. He furt her
added, “Blinded by their
greed of power and money,
they could not see the
power of the people. I
want everyone to show the
power of a citizen and
make them respect you.
They should respect and love
their people.

PIB Imphal hosts webinar on Patel
Values of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel needed to preserve the unity of the country
PIB
Imphal, Oct 27:
The legacy of Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel must be
remembered and cherished
by each generation of
Indians if we are to
maintain and safeguard the
unity of India. These views
were expressed at the
Webinar organized by Press
Information Bureau and
Regional Outreach Bureau,
Imphal today.
In his welcome address,
Additional Director General
(Region), S N Pradhan said
that Sardar Patel was one
of the tallest leaders of
modern India. He said that
Sardarcan
figure
prominently in any global
list of the nation builders
of the 19th and 20th century.
He said that the occasion
of his birth anniversary
gives us an opportunity to
refresh our memories of his
values and ideas. He asked
the media to highlight the
lives and times of the
founding fathers so that our
children also learn the
lessons in dedication to
motherland and service to

the poorest people.
In her speech on the
occasion, Dr.Nunglekpam
Premi Devi pointed out
various aspects of legacy of
Patel and said that apart
from his well-documented
and well-known role as a
freedom fighter, Patel
worked extensively for
social reforms - against
alcoholism, untouchability,
caste discrimination,
recognition and payment of
teachers employed in
schools and for the
empowerment of women.
He was elected as
Ahmadabad’s municipal
president in 1922, 1924,
and 1927, in which he
personally undertook
efforts for improvement in
city’s infrastructure,
increase electricity supply,
extension of drainage and
sanitation
s y st e m
throughout the city, she
sa i d . He e st a b l i s h ed
refugee centers across
the district, mobilized
volunteers, and arranged
f o r su p p li e s o f f o o d ,
medicines, and clothing,
a s we l l as em e r gen c y
funds
from
t he
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g o v e r nm e n t an d t he
p ub l i c .
We
m u st
understand the dedication
of the leader towards all
round development and
infrastructure building.
Pramod Ningombam, Senior
Journalist, pointed out that
as India marches proudly
towards self-reliance and is
now one of the largest
economies of the world,
every
Indian
must

NIT, Manipur is not looking like a NIT
NIT, Manipur is not under
the state Government as it
is under the Ministry of
Education
(MoE),
previously called Ministry of
Human
Resources
Development (MHRD). The
director does not pay much
heed to the directions of
the state Government. This
is where the meaning of the
National Importance is
being questioned.
With the presence of well
qualified Professor and
Associate Professor, the
director allows an associate
Professor of his choice to
held posts in two DEAN,
which is also very important
department i.e DEAN
(Academic Affairs) and
DEAN (planning and
development) being held by
a single person. It is also
questionable on the basis
of
on
what
extra

qualification and extra
credibility is the present
Dean of the Ladies hostel
is being given the post.
These
actions
of
favouritism and nepotism
create many problems in
the institute. On this issue,
PANDM has officially sent
RTI at NIT, Manipur on 22nd
October 2020 and gave a
dateline of one week for a
reply. In 2016, an
Adv ertisement for the
selection of Accountant or
Account officers was
broadcast but since then no
DPC has been done. The
present staffs of the A
Block are mainly contract or
in-charge. This resulted for
the lack of dedication in
their work
The necessary meeting of
the Board of Governor
(BOG) and Building Works
Committee (BWC) are also
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not being held frequently.
For instance, when BOG sits
for twenty times, BWC sits
for 13 only: it is known to
us and also that the
meeting is done mainly
through signature by
circulation. That makes the
concerned members unable
to raise their voice. Hence
there have been reports on
the inability of proper usage
of the funds provided by
the Central
Government. Although with
the availability of proper
funds for maintenance and
development, the ground of
the institute is not being
repaired, the passage
connecting the building are
not repaired, due to the
recent floods the conditions
of the classrooms are in a
heart breaking conditions.
There are complaints from
the staff for the un-

inhabitable conditions of
the staff quarters. As the
repairing of the Campus
and Quarters are not being
done, there has been a
frequent situation of highly
poisonous Lamphel snake
being found in the campus.
The quarters of the director
is at Langol but since, it is
not comfortable, the
director now lives in the
previous Takyel Campus.
The
incomplete
construction of the
students Hostels in
Lamphel is posing a great
problem. There have been
reports of causality due to
the fall of mess building;
water is also being bought
from external sources for
day to day use due to
unavailability
The Finance Committee,
Senate Committee and
Building Works Committee

of the NIT Manipur remain
in the name only. Instead of
organizing
formal
meetings, signature by
circulation is being done.
Board of Governors has now
become in-activ e. The
Government and State
nominee are present only in
the name sake. The PANDM
regards
that
the
unjustifiable
actions
carried out on the basis
that the State is ruled by
BJP and whatever the
‘Sangha Parivar’ says is
final will eventually lead to
the destruction of the NIT
Manipur into ashes, and will
run away from the remains.
Concerned authorities are
requested to look into this
matter as soon as possible.

acknowledge with gratitude
the invaluable contribution
of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel
in building a modern and
unified India. We need to
aim for higher co-operation
and unity among all the
various cultures and states
of our nation – a goal that the
Iron Man of India fought so
hard for, he added.
Abhishek Dayal, Director, PIB
Imphal said that the
celebration of Sardar Patel’s
anniversary is always an
occasion to revisit the

freedom movement and to
understand the dangers that
lurk behind in shadows for
our nation if we get
complacent. He urged the
media to
use this
opportunity to engage the
youth of the nation in
debating the ideas and
ideals that are foundational
concepts of our society.
Over 25 officials of the Press
Information Bureau and
Regional Outreach Bureau,
scholars and media persons
attended the webinar.

Meeting called to
discuss
developmental issues
IT News
Tml, Oct 27:
In order to ensure
transparency and to well
informed the citizens of all
the developmental projects
that is taken up in
Tamenglong district the
Deputy Commissioner of
Tamenglong, Armstrong
Pame, invite the interested
public, civ il society
organisations and the
leaders of students union to
attend the meeting on 29th
October,
11am
at
conference hall of DC office

Tamenglong Headquarter.
During the meeting the
Deputy Commissioner will
brief as well as highlights
all the dev elopmental
projects that is taken up
within the district through
power point presentation.
After the meeting Deputy
commissioner
of
Tamenglong Armstrong
Pame along with public, civil
society organisations and
the leaders of students
union will also visit some of
the developmental projects
sites that is taken up in the
Tamenglong district.
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“God’s Shade?”
There was a furor over all
the way. Many of them had
lost their lives even before
reaching their homes and
some collapsed while
walking with no food and
water. A wretched and griefstricken atmosphere was
buzzing amongst them.
Over and again, Dewajani
descended out of the cart
and walked along seeing her
husband’s illimitable pain
while pushing the cart
forward. In the meantime,
Dewajani was gradually
developing her labour pain
by the time they completed
around two hundred miles
of grueling foot march.
“Save me Dinesh, I’m dying
out of pain. It’s severe,
please,
please
do
something”, being helpless
Dewajani cried out prying.
Don’t lose your heart,
Debo, Everything will be
fine, trust God! Dinesh
assured her, however, he

was a little perturbed.
Helplessly thought about
what he should do and how
to handle the situation. He
never dreamt of this
adversity that would arise
this way! So he desperately
approached a couple of
ladies and prayed for their
support, who were also the
same v oyagers walked
behind them.
They stayed back for a
moment to assist his wife
in
that
difficult
circumstance. With the
help of those divine lending
hands, Dinesh was blessed
with a baby delivered under
the same cart shade. It was
like, “yesterday was
history, tomorrow is a
mystery but today is a
God’s gift”.
Soon the gossip flew on air,
the local authority along
with some media people
arrived on the spot to stir
it as breaking news. But,

that broadcast gave them
a shy of relief. It was like
wherever human thought
ends, the glory of God
begins.
The mother of the newly
born baby was helped with
an adequate amount of
cash by the local
administration being pity
on her. In addition to that,
they were allowed to stay
in a provisional shelter
until the authority could
arrange to accommodate
them in a governmentchartered bus. At length,
they made their way home
happily. No one can do any
harm to him when he is in
God’s shade! God has a
purpose for one’s pain, a
reason for one’s struggle,
and a reward for one’s
faithfulness.
(An imaginary story of
sufferings based on the
real issue during this
corona pandemic)
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